AMAZING THINGS ARE IN STORE FOR YOUR CHILD
IN LINCOLN’S LOWER SCHOOL!
Technology: We seamlessly integrate technological concepts into our curriculum to raise
confident digital natives. Whether it’s using Kibo robots and screen-free coding, or utilizing
computational thinking, Lower Schoolers are well prepared for a tech-savvy world.

Research Techniques: At Lincoln, students embrace curiosity to deepen their sense of the world
and their place in it. From Wonder Time, to using Google’s Genius Hour techniques, to developing
an understanding of media literacy, students learn to navigate multiple sources to test complex
theories.

World Languages: Starting with our littlest learners, students speak Spanish or French to learn
about each other and discover different aspects of unique cultures around the globe!
Language lessons come in many shapes and sizes, from food, literature, traditional dances and
songs, field trips, and more!

In the Field: Lincoln’s campus isn’t defined by four walls. From adventures with The Studio, to
tending to our edible garden, to exploring the Ocean State through experiments and our
partnership with Save the Bay, Lower Schoolers get hands-on while venturing out into our
community.

Social Emotional Experience: We emphasize independent learning that fosters confidence and
helps to develop a growth mindset. Our students know they are respected as individual learners
while also gaining a deep understanding of their larger role in both class and the greater society.

Service and Leadership: We teach the value in acting as an example to others and always giving
back. From our support of refugees through the Syria Project, to making pins for Lincoln’s
Community Action Day, to spending time with friends at Bethany Home Assisted Living, students
learn the building blocks for lifelong resilience and responsibility.
Quaker Values: We integrate the Quaker SPICES (Simplicity, Peace, Integrity, Community, Equality,
and Service/Stewardship of the Earth) in all aspects of our daily lives. During Friday Silent
Meetings, students have time to reflect and connect with community; in all grades, students work
together to make a positive impact on our environment; and woven into our curriculum are the
Quaker values of peace, equity, and inclusion.

For more information or to schedule a visit, call 401-331-9696
(ext. 3157) or email admission@lincolnschool.org

